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Chapter 3631 

Soul Demon Sect! 

This is a not very large sect. Most of the houses are made of stones, and there is no 
decent mountain gate! 

It seems that the life of this Soul Demon Sect should be very difficult. It can be seen that 
life in the depths of this Demonic Mountain is much more difficult than at the foot of the 
mountain! 

If it had not been ostracized and scorned, perhaps the Soul Demon Sect would not have 
moved to such a difficult place! 

“Mr. Cheng, the depths of the Demonic Mountain are not as good as those at the foot of 
the mountain. The conditions are a bit more difficult, which makes you laugh.” 

Jiang Yulian said awkwardly! 

“Miss Jiang, as monks, we should focus on cultivation, and everything else is just clouds 
and smoke.” Chen 

Ping said with a faint smile! 

At this time, a dozen monks were waiting outside the Soul Demon Sect! 

They should be waiting for Jiang Yulian and Zheng Jian! 

“Senior brother, senior sister, you are finally back. Master is dying, and Divine Doctor 
Liu wants us to find you!” 

A thin, malnourished member of the Soul Demon Sect said anxiously! 

“How could this happen? Go and have a look…” 

Upon hearing this, Jiang Yulian and Zheng Jian immediately ran towards the sect 
anxiously! 

The others followed, and David also followed after seeing this! 



At this moment, the entire Soul Demon Sect was already in chaos, and no one paid 
attention to David! 

David followed Jiang Yulian and Zheng Jianjian. After all, he was unfamiliar with the 
place, so he couldn’t just wander around! 

David followed the two people and ran into a slightly larger room, and saw a gray-haired 
old man lying on the bed! 

The old man’s face was very ugly, his breathing was very weak, and the breath in his 
body was almost no longer moving! 

It seems like there is a feeling of running out of oil, but it doesn’t look like any disease! 

“Master, Master…” 

Jiang Yulian and Zheng Jian threw themselves in front of the bed, tears streaming down 
their faces uncontrollably! 

On the side of the bed, a middle-aged and slightly fat man looked a little surprised when 
he saw Jiang Yulian and Zheng Jian! 

However, the expression only passed for a fleeting moment, and then the fat man said, 
“Miss Jiang, I wonder if you got the Heavenly Demon Dragon Ginseng?” 

“Doctor Liu, I got it, I got it…” 

Jiang Yu Lian quickly took out the wooden box and took out the Demonic Dragon 
Ginseng! 

Seeing the Heavenly Demon Dragon Ginseng, Doctor Liu’s eyes lit up, and he 
immediately took the Heavenly Demon Dragon Ginseng! 

“You all go out, I am going to treat Sect Master Jiang.” Divine 

Doctor Liu waved his hand and said! 

When Jiang Yulian and Zheng Jian saw this, although they were reluctant to give up, 
they could only retreat! 

The door was closed, and then Divine Doctor Liu began to treat in the room! 

Many disciples of the Soul Demon Sect are waiting anxiously outside! 

“Senior brother, senior sister, why did it take you so long to come back? Where are the 
other senior brothers?” 



The thin man who greeted them asked Jiang Yulian and Zheng Jian! 

After asking this question, both Jiang Yulian and Zheng Jian fell silent, and the two of 
them lowered their heads silently! 

Seeing this scene, the other disciples of the Soul Demon Sect seemed to understand 
something! 

Only then did David realize that it was not Jiang Yulian and Zheng Jian who took the 
Heavenly Demonic Dragon Ginseng! 

After a while, Jiang Yulian raised her head and said, “The other brothers and sisters 
were all sucked into the Demon Swallowing Cave. They are probably in danger.” “ 

I followed my brothers and was hunted down again to rob the Heavenly Demonic 
Dragon Ginseng. That’s why I It wasted time.” 

David was instantly shocked when he heard the words “Demon Swallowing Cave”! 

“Miss Jiang, what do you mean, the Heavenly Demon Dragon Ginseng was dug from 
near the Demon Swallowing Cave?” 

David asked. 

“Yes, the Heavenly Demonic Dragon Ginseng is only found near the Demon Swallowing 
Cave. The spiritual energy in the Heavenly Demonic Dragon Ginseng is different from 
other herbs.” “ 

Doctor Liu said that only the Heavenly Demonic Dragon Ginseng can save our master.” 

Jiang Yu Lian explained! 

David was silent. He did feel that there was immortal energy in the Heavenly Demon 
Dragon Ginseng, but there was something special about it that David himself couldn’t 
explain! 
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At this moment, there was a sudden flash of light in the room, followed by a long cry! 

As the door opened, Doctor Liu said slowly, “You all come in, Sect Leader Jiang is 
already awake…” 



After hearing that he was very awake, Jiang Yulian and Zheng Jian rushed in quickly! 

“Master…” 

The two of them lay on the bedside, crying with excitement! 

At this time, Sect Master Jiang’s face was rosy, and even his white hair had turned 
black, as if he had suddenly become many years younger! 

Just a moment ago, he was a gray-haired, dying old man, but a moment later, he looked 
like this! 

“Why are you crying? I’m already fine, aren’t I?” 

Sect Master Jiang said with a faint smile! 

“Master…” Jiang Yulian and Zheng Jian were still crying! 

Sect Master Jiang frowned slightly, then seemed to remember something and asked the 
two of them, “Where are the brothers who went to dig up the Heavenly Demon Dragon 
Ginseng with you?” 

Sect Master Jiang’s words made the two of them cry even more sadly! 

At this time, the thin member of the Soul Demon Sect on the side said, “Master, the 
other brothers were all sucked into the Demon Swallowing Cave. Only Senior Sister 
Jiang and Senior Brother Zheng came back, and on the way they were hunted down 
and robbed of demons.” Dragon ginseng!” 

“What’s going on?” Sect Master Jiang was stunned and then asked! 

“Master, more than a dozen of our brothers were sucked into the Demon Swallowing 
Cave and never came out.” “ 

After I followed my brothers to dig up the Heavenly Demon Dragon Ginseng, I was 
chased by several people who suddenly appeared. They wanted to rob us of the 
Heavenly Demon Dragon Ginseng. Dragon ginseng.” 

“And these people also have soul-fixing beads in their hands. My senior brother and I 
have no way to defeat them with our skills.” “ 

The soul-fixing beads belong to our Soul Demon Sect. There must be traitors in our 
Soul Demon Sect. “There are very few people who know about the digging of Demonic 
Dragon Ginseng, but those few people know that someone must have revealed the 
information!” 



Jiang Yulian cried! 

After hearing this, Sect Leader Jiang, suddenly furious! 

“Order all members of the Soul Demon Sect not to leave the sect, otherwise they will be 
punished as traitors.” “ 

I must find out who betrayed the sect. I will cut him into pieces.” 

Sect Leader Jiang roared angrily . On! 

“Sect Master Jiang, you have just recovered. It’s better to calm down. It’s not good for 
your health.” “ 

Since Sect Master Jiang is fine, it’s time for me to leave!” 

Divine Doctor Liu persuaded Sect Master Jiang and then prepared to turn around and 
leave! 

“Divine Doctor Liu, thank you so much. I, the Soul Demon Sect, can’t repay you. As long 
as Divine Doctor Liu is of use to me, I, the Soul Demon Sect, will never refuse.” 

Sect Master Jiang stood up in a hurry, showing his gratitude to Divine Doctor Liu! 

“Master Jiang, you’re welcome. As a pharmacist, it’s my duty to treat illnesses and save 
people. You don’t have to be so polite.” 

“If you still feel uncomfortable in the future, you can go to me…” 

Doctor Liu said very politely. ! 

“Definitely, definitely…” 

Sect Leader Jiang personally escorted Divine Doctor Liu out! 

David stared at the Divine Doctor Liu with a bit of suspicion in his eyes, because he 
could feel the faint breath of the Heavenly Demon Dragon Ginseng from the Divine 
Doctor Liu’s body! 

Although Doctor Liu tried his best to cover up the aura of Demonic Dragon Ginseng, 
David still noticed it! 

And the lively and energetic Sect Leader Jiang! 

Although Sect Master Jiang now looks much stronger and his hair has turned black, the 
vitality in Sect Master Jiang is very scarce! 



On the contrary, the death energy accumulated in his chest. It is estimated that it will not 
take long for the death energy to spread and Sect Leader Jiang will die! 

The reason why the current Sect Master Jiang is able to do this is like returning to the 
past! 

Divine Doctor Liu used his own methods to stimulate the last breath of vitality in Sect 
Master Jiang, which made Sect Master Jiang seem to have recovered! 
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“Wait a minute…” 

Just when Divine Doctor Liu was about to leave, David suddenly spoke! 

Everyone was stunned for a moment, and then turned their attention to David! 

Sect Master Jiang frowned slightly and said, “Zheng Jian, who is this person?” 

Sect Master Jiang recognized at a glance that David was not from the Soul Demon 
Sect! 

“Master, this fellow Daoist Cheng was the savior of me and my junior sister. We were 
intercepted and killed on the way, and he saved us.” “I was injured at 

that time, and it was Mr. Cheng who treated me. He is also a pharmacist.” 

Zheng Jian quickly explained! 

Upon hearing that David was a pharmacist and the savior of Jiang Yulian and Zheng 
Jian, Sect Leader Jiang became very polite! 

“Mr. Cheng, thank you so much. I wonder what’s wrong with you?” 

Sect Leader Jiang asked David! 

And when Doctor Liu heard that David was actually a pharmacist, his expression 
became a little ugly! 

“Sect Master Jiang, in fact, your body has not recovered, and you have no illness. You 
should be dying and your life span is about to decline. And this Divine Doctor Liu did not 
use Heavenly Demon Dragon Ginseng on you. He just put it into your body. The only 



remaining life force is burned.” “The reason why you can move freely now and your hair 
has turned black is because of the rapid burning of life force. If this continues, you may 
not survive more than three days!” David said with a look on his face 

. 

Said to Sect Leader Jiang seriously! 

“What did you say? Are you cursing my master to death?” 

Such a thin member of the Soul Demon Sect shouted at David! 

Sect Leader Jiang also frowned, and then looked at Divine Doctor Liu! 

Seeing Sect Leader Jiang looking at him, Divine Doctor Liu panicked and immediately 
yelled at David, “What nonsense are you talking about? I have been practicing medicine 
all my life. Who doesn’t know me in the depths of Tianmo Mountain? How dare you 
question me?” ?” 

You said I didn’t use Heavenly Demon Dragon Ginseng on Sect Master Jiang. What 
evidence do you have?” You said I asked Sect Leader Jiang to burn longevity, what 
proof do you have? Do you just rely on your empty words? “ 

Divine Doctor Liu questioned David. He didn’t believe that David could produce 
evidence! 

Although what David said was right, it was really difficult to produce evidence for this 
kind of thing! 

David looked at Divine Doctor Liu , then shook his head, “I have no way to provide 
evidence. You threw the magic dragon ginseng into the storage bag that day, and I 
couldn’t find it. Unless you take out the storage bag to check it yourself, or kill you. 
Check your storage bag. “ 

As for burning longevity, there is no way to prove it now, but in two days, Sect Leader 
Jiang’s body will weaken again, and then he will wait for the decline of longevity and die 
completely!” “ 

Huh, you can’t produce any evidence and you still dare to slander me. You’re really 
brave.” Divine Doctor Liu 

snorted coldly, then looked at Sect Master Jiang and said, “Sect Master Jiang, I treated 
you with good intentions, but this guy slandered me, shouldn’t you give me an 
explanation?” 

“Mr. Liu, maybe this Mr. Cheng has made a mistake. Don’t be angry. ” “ 



Sect Leader Jiang hurriedly comforted Divine Doctor Liu! 

For him, he believed in Divine Doctor Liu’s medical skills even more. After all, Divine 
Doctor Liu was very famous in the depths of Tianmo Mountain! 

“Mr. Cheng, Divine Doctor Liu is also very capable. Yes, you probably saw it wrong! “ 

Jiang Yulian hurriedly pulled David! 

“Mr. Cheng, the medical skills of Divine Doctor Liu are unquestionable. Divine Doctor 
Liu is not just for everyone. It took a lot of money for us to invite Divine Doctor Liu here. 
of strength. “ 

Zheng Jian also hurriedly followed David and said! 

“If you want to see my storage bag, I can take it out and have a look. If there is no 
Heavenly Demon Dragon Ginseng in it, I will never finish with you! “ 

As Doctor Liu said, he actually took out his storage bag! 
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Doctor Liu poured out everything in the storage bag, but there was no Heavenly Demon 
Dragon Ginseng in it! 

“Look, see if there is Demonic Dragon Ginseng in it. I have been practicing medicine for 
decades and no one has ever questioned me like this.” 

Doctor Liu became more and more excited as he spoke, yelling at David! 

This made David a little embarrassed. He was sure that he could feel the breath of 
Heavenly Demon Dragon Ginseng on that Divine Doctor Liu! 

But now there is no Heavenly Demon Dragon Ginseng, and the divine doctor Liu no 
longer has the aura of Heavenly Demon Dragon Ginseng! 

“Divine Doctor Liu, don’t be angry, we believe you…” 

Sect Leader Jiang comforted Divine Doctor Liu, then winked and asked Jiang Yulian 
and Zheng Jian to take David away! 

David is Jiang Yulian and Zheng Jian’s savior! 



Doctor Liu is the savior of Sect Leader Jiang! 

Now Sect Leader Jiang doesn’t want to offend anyone, after all, they are not 
treacherous people! 

It was only because of the strange skills they practiced that they were ostracized by 
everyone, so they ran deep into the Demon Mountain! 

Sect Leader Jiang sent Doctor Liu away, while David looked helpless! 

Because he can see it, but there is no way to prove it! 

Sect Leader Jiang is at the end of his life, not sick, and there is nothing David can do! 

You must know that monks also have a limited life span, and they are not immortal and 
will live forever! 

The current Sect Leader Jiang only has the strength to overcome the calamity realm, 
and his lifespan has expired, so it is normal for him to be weak. This is not a disease! 

“Sect Master Jiang, if you burn your lifespan now, you really won’t live for three days. If 
you stop burning your lifespan now and can still persist for a while, maybe during this 
time I can find a way to help you survive the decline of your lifespan. “ 

After Sect Master Najiang sent Doctor Liu away and returned, David said anxiously! 

“Mr. Cheng, I appreciate your kindness. If I really have reached the end of my life, it will 
be my destiny. There is nothing to regret.” 

Sect Master Jiang smiled faintly, and then said to Jiang Yulian and Zheng Jian, “You 
two accompany Cheng Mr. ZongI wandered around the door casually, waiting for the 
evening, and I was entertaining Mr. Cheng. “ 

I understand, Master…” 

Jiang Yulian and Zheng Jian nodded, and then left with David! 

Seeing this, David was helpless. Since he was not afraid of death, why should he still 
pursue 

David ? Ping followed Jiang Yulian and Zheng Jian out of the room! 

The Soul Demon Sect is not very big or brilliant, so there is nothing better! 

It’s just that Jiang Sect Leader used this to shut up David! 



“Mr. Cheng, although we Soul Demon It’s not a big place, but it has a place that you 
might like! “ 

After walking out of the room, Jiang Yulian said to David! 

“Where? “ 

David asked curiously! 

“You will know when the time comes! “ 

Jiang Yulian smiled faintly and gave it up! 

David didn’t ask further questions, so he followed Jiang Yulian! 

“Junior sister, are you going to take Mr. Cheng to see the Soul Flower? “ 

Zheng Jian asked Jiang Yulian! 

“Oh, senior brother, you are so boring. I already told you to give Mr. Cheng a surprise, 
and you still said it. It’s 

really annoying…” Jiang Yulian stamped her foot and pouted. Angry! 

“It’s so beautiful…” 

At this time, Zhe Yan, who was in David’s consciousness, suddenly sighed! 

It turns out that this guy has been looking at Jiang Yulian crazily! 

Jiang Yulian’s cheeks suddenly turned red, and then she looked David glanced at him 
and said, “Mr. Cheng, are you…the residual soul friend in your body peeking at me?” “ 

David was stunned and then realized that this Soul Demon Sect mainly studies souls, 
so Zhe Yan’s words were so beautiful in his sea of consciousness that Jiang Yulian also 
heard it! 

“Miss Jiang, my friend didn’t mean to offend, he just But after seeing Miss Jiang, he felt 
admiration. He said he had never seen a girl as beautiful as you! “ 

David hurriedly helped Zhe Yan and said! 
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Jiang Yulian pursed her lips and smiled and said, “Mr. Cheng, I don’t mean to blame 
your friend. Let’s go…” 

Jiang Yulian walked forward, with David following behind. 

Soon, they arrived at a land of flowers and grass. They saw that this patch of flowers 
and grass had a strange fragrance. This smell made David feel very comfortable! 

Not only the body, but also the soul seemed to have been baptized. David couldn’t 
describe that comfortable feeling! 

“This flower is so strange, why do I feel so powerful?” 

Zhe Yan, who was in the sea of consciousness, suddenly screamed! 

David’s spiritual energy surged, and he made a move, and then a flower flew towards 
David and was caught in David’s hand! 

The flower is pink with four separate petals and a stamen in the center. 

“What a unique flower…” 

David sighed! 

“Mr. Cheng, these are soul flowers. These flowers can strengthen the soul and help 
shape the soul.” “ 

If the soul is incomplete, if you stay here for a few days, the soul can be restored.” 

Jiang Yu Lian is telling David! 

When Zhe Yan heard about Soul Body Shaping, his whole body was filled with 
excitement! 

He has always lived in David’s sea of consciousness. If he wants to return to real life, he 
needs to reshape his body or take someone else’s body! 

When it comes to reshaping the body, Zhe Yan doesn’t have the ability, and David can’t 
help! 

The only thing that can be done is to find a suitable body and then seize the body, but 
that will require living in the face of others for the rest of your life! 



Now Zhe Yan became a little excited when he heard that the soul flower in front of him 
could actually help the soul shape his body! 

David also felt something strange about Zhe Yan, and then said to Jiang Yulian, “Miss 
Jiang, what do you mean, this soul flower can help the soul shape its body?” “ 

Of course, but the strength of the remnant soul cannot be too high. , otherwise the 
failure rate is very high, and the remaining soul may be wiped out.” 

Jiang Yulian nodded and said! 

“Then my friend, can he reshape his physical body? He is only in the Fusion Realm.” 

David asked quickly! 

Zhe Yan has been following him for a while, and he has helped David a lot during this 
time. He learned a lot about demon cultivators through Zhe Yan! 

Now if there is a chance, David still hopes to be able to reshape Zhe Yan’s body and 
give him freedom! 

As long as he has a physical body, Zhe Yan can pursue his own happiness! 

“Of course, it’s just that my master can complete the matter of reshaping the body.” “ 

But you are the savior of me and my senior brother. My master should agree,” 

Jiang Yulian said! 

“Master will definitely agree. My master doesn’t like to owe favors the most. I’ll ask you 
about it when we have dinner in the evening.” 

Zheng Jian also said! 

“Thank you both very much!” David quickly thanked him! 

However, David knew that Sect Leader Jiang would not live for many days. If he spent 
his spiritual power on helping Zhe Yan reshape his body, he would probably die faster! 

Hearing that David asked about reshaping his body, Zhe Yan was very moved and said, 
“Mr. Chen, thank you…” 

“You have been with me for so long, it’s time to set you free.” 

David smiled lightly! 



He followed Jiang Yulian and Zheng Jian around the Soul Demon Sect for a long time. 
Although the Soul Demon Sect did not have particularly beautiful buildings and 
pavilions, David also gained a deeper understanding of the soul by following the 
conversations between Jiang Yulian and Zheng Jian! 

It wasn’t until after dark that a member of the Soul Demon Sect came to call them to 
eat. David and the three of them went to a hall of the Soul Demon Sect together! 

Food is of no use to monks like them in the Tribulation Realm. Even if they don’t eat or 
drink, they won’t starve to death! 

But even if you are a monk and you are hungry, you still have to experience the joy of 
tasting delicious food! 

Meals are no longer for food and clothing, but for enjoyment! 

 


